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0. Introduction 
 

 Natural discourse coheres. The various units of speech are related 

to each other so that what someone says normally "makes sense". Analysis 

of clauses has shown relationships of semantic roles of nominals to a 

clausal predicate. But clauses themselves are not uttered in isolation. 

They relate to each other in significant ways, reflecting various 

cognitive relationships a speaker perceives to bear between the entities 

of his subject matter before he speaks. 

 

 Discourse cohesion, at minimum, consists of lexical coherence 

(repetition of words, use of near synonoms, etc.), topicality maintenance 

(coreference relations, pronominalization, definite articles, etc.), and 

rhetorical organization. By rhetorical organization, we mean the semantic 

relations which bear between clausal or propositional units of a coherent 

discourse. The semantic relations often are implicit, typically indicated 

by simple juxtaposition of clauses: 

 

1a) I'm not going outside. 

1b) It's raining too hard. 

 

If a speaker utters the normal hearer will understand 1b) as being 

relevant to the utterance of 1a). The statement 1b) tells the REASON why 

the speaker is not going outside. The relationship of REASON is not 
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explicitly stated, yet the normal English speaker will understand that 

this particular rhetorical relationship does "exist" in this mini-

discourse. 

 

 Of course, these semantic relations are often explicitly encoded. 

Instead of 1a-1b), a speaker might say: 

 

2a) I'm not going outside 

2b) because it's raining too hard. 

 

The conjunction because explicitly signals that 2b) states the REASON for 

the (non)action stated in 2a). 

 

 The kinds of rhetorical relations referred to here have been 

studied by a number of investigators. There are a variety of labels for 

the relations, the variety partially due to the linguistic tradition or 

goal of the investigator. One label, probably reflecting the influence of 

Generative Semantics, is Interpropositional Relations (Hollenbach 1975, 

Rhodes 1981). There are several other labels such as Rhetorical 

Predicates (Grimes 1975), Interclausal Relations (Ballard, Conrad, and 

Longacre 1971a, 1971b), Conjunctive Relations (Martin 1983), and 

Relational Propositions (Mann and Thompson 1983, 1985). The various lists 

which have been compiled are not always directly comparable, but most do 

agree on the most central rhetorical relations which must be accounted 

for in a complete description of discourse cohesion. 

 

 I have chosen to use the label Rhetorical Relations in this paper, 

to focus upon the role the phenomena at hand have in rhetorical 

organization of discourse. I have avoided use of the word "predicate" in 

the label since I prefer to use that term for more predicative 

morphosyntactic entities. Within the Generative Semantics model, many, if 

not most, linguistic entities (including tense and sometimes even nouns) 

ultimately derived from some kind of underlying semantic predicates. But 

I prefer to use nomenclature which allows for showing the unique 

characteristics of semantic and structural aspects of a language. While I 

will sometimes yield to the nomenclatural compromises which seem almost 

inevitable when one thoroughly studies any one language, I attempt in 

this paper to keep salient a distinction between meaning and form, 

semantics and morphosyntax, respectively, with nomenclature appropriate 

to each. 

 

 The goal of this study is to describe the rhetorical relations of 

Cheyenne, one of the westernmost Algonquian languages of North America. 

Because of time limitations, we can do little more than introduce the 

Cheyenne phenomena and discuss some of their morphosyntactic patterns. 

This paper is part of an ongoing investigation of Cheyenne rhetorical 

relations which I intend to be a major part of my dissertation research 

and description. In this paper I also briefly comment on the adequacy of 

one important list of rhetorical relations presented by Mann and Thompson 

(1983, 1985). 

 

 

 

1. Introduction to Cheyenne 
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 Cheyenne is a highly polysynthetic language. Nouns are inflected 

for number, animacy, possessor, and obviation (see following discussion 

of obviation. Verbs are complex, often composed of more than one semantic 

proposition
1
. Algonquian verbs appear in three major "orders": 

independent, conjunct, and imperative. Various modes appear within the 

orders. The conjunct order can be viewed as approximately the same as 

"subordinate"; there are difficulties with this simple characterization, 

but it is a useful starting point for discussion. 

  

 The formula for an independent order verb in Cheyenne is: 

 

PRO-TENSE-DIRECTIONAL-PREVERB(S)-RELATOR-ROOT-(MEDIAL)-FINAL-EVIDENTIAL 

 

PRO stands for the pronominal prefix, which will reflect the person of 

the highest ranked person inflected on the verb. Algonquian person 

ranking is Second > First > Third > Inanimate. Within the Third person, 

there is a division into Proximate (discourse focal) and Obviative 

(discourse nonfocal). Verbs are also marked for obviation with direction 

categories of Direct indicating action by a person higher on the person 

hierarchy upon a lower person and Inverse indicating action by a lower 

person upon one higher. 

 

 A preverb encodes aspectual and other, typically "adverbial", 

information. The relator connects the thrust of the verb it is in to a 

preceding or following verb and can often be translated as 'thus(ly)'. 

Information as to number and animacy of participants is encoded in the 

final. 

 

 A conjunct verb contains all pronominal information suffixally, 

rather than in the prefixes and suffixes of independent verbs. Almost all 

conjunct verbs, on the other hand, take one of a small set of conjunct 

prefixes, most of which we will see clearly illustrated in the numerous 

examples in this paper. Conjunct prefixes give information about the 

modality status (e.g. realis, irrealis, iterativity, optative) of the 

verb. 

 

 In recent years there has been important debate on the difficulties 

which exist in attempts to define "subordination" and "subordinate 

clause" (see Haiman and Thompson 1985 and other papers in Brugman and 

Macaulay 1984). Clauses which traditional grammarians and most linguists 

have (often intuitively) called "subordinate" are encoded by the conjunct 

                                                
1
An example of a multipropositional verb is: 

 

ná-nȯhtóv-ȯhomó'hé-táno 

1-know.how-dance-DESID 

'I want to know how to dance' 

 

Because a verb can have more than one semantic proposition, but the 

rhetorical relations only obtain between verbs (clauses) I have avoided 

use of the label Interpropositional Relations (IPR's) for the phenomena 

under investigation in this paper. 
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order in Cheyenne. The mapping of subordinate function (semantics) and 

form (morphosyntax) is, in general, isomorphic in Cheyenne. Relative 

clauses (E. Leman 1986b), complement clauses (W. Leman 1986), and 

(functionally) adverbial clauses are all encoded by the conjunct order. 

Note the similarity in form between the corresponding conjunct 

(subordinate) verb forms in 3): 

 

3a) ná-vóóm-o tsé-néménė-stse 

    1-see-DIR CJT-sing-3:PART
2
 

    'I saw the one who was singing, I saw the singer' (RELATIVE CLAUSE) 

 

3b) ná-héne'ēna tsé-x-heše-néménė-se 

    1-know:it   CJT-PST-REL-SING-3 

    'I know that he sang' (COMPLEMENT CLAUSE) 

 

3c) ná-évȧ-hóó'óhtse tsé-'-éše-néménė-se 

    1-return-home.go CJT-PST-already-sing-3  

    'I went home after he sang' (ADVERBIAL CLAUSE) 

 

 In this paper I use the label "adverbial clause" for any Cheyenne 

verb which functions as an adverbial clause does in English. I use the 

label "clause" for any Cheyenne verb which functions clausally, 

regardless of whether or not it has any overt external nominal arguments. 

 

 In general, Cheyenne conjunct verbs cannot stand alone as single 

utterances. Two (structurally) conjunct modes, the Optative and 

Dubitative (nee Intensive Negative) do function as independent utterances; 

these are clearly identified by their unique prefixes. 

 

 Descriptions of Cheyenne morphosyntax, with extensive noun and 

verbal paradigms, can be found in Petter (1907, 1952) and W. Leman (1979). 

 

2. Survey of Cheyenne Rhetorical Relations 

 

 In this section we examine the total inventory of semantic 

relations in Cheyenne which can be considered under the rubric of 

Rhetorical Relations. The labels used for categories are my own, but they 

are heavily influenced by the lists found in Hollenbach (1975), Longacre 

(1979), and Mann and Thompson (1983). Examples were taken from natural 

discourses, Cheyenne texts which I have transcribed and glossed with the 

help of native speakers. In a couple of cases examples were not readily 

available in my text corpus and so I used examples from other sources, 

but these are clearly noted. In many cases, there is more than one 

morphosyntactic means given to exemplify a relation. I have listed each 

means, but in many cases am unable at this point to identify semantic 

differences between the various morphemes used to encode a semantic 

relation. I hold to the belief that there is no true synonymy in language. 

If there is a difference in morphosyntax, then there must be some 

semantic difference. Hence, until proven otherwise, I assume that each 

morphosyntactic variant is, at minimum, a subclass of a certain semantic 

relation. Or, less attractively, each morphosyntactic variant forms a 

                                                
2
Gloss abbreviations are found at the end of this paper. 
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class by itself. The latter option would multiply the number of classes 

to a degree that I would find unwieldy and which would run counter to my 

intuitive sense that the different variants are more closely related to 

each other semantically than they are to members of other semantic 

relations. 

 

 In several cases of the "subclasses" I do not have sufficient grasp 

of the unique semantics to be able to provide a linguistic label. Hence, 

in those cases, I generally use the pertinent Cheyenne morpheme as the 

subclass label. 

 

 Major semantic category labels are capitalized (e.g. TEMPORAL). 

Category subclasses, where identification is possible, are given in lower 

case letters (e.g. Simultaneous, Purpose, Degree). Cheyenne subclasses or 

"sub-subclasses" are labeled, as previously mentioned, with the morphemes 

themselves (plus English gloss). Again, this list is taxonomic. In some 

cases categorization and labeling is tentative. The structure of the list 

should not be taken as a definitive statement. But the description of the 

Cheyenne data can be considered reliable so the list can be taken as an 

important contribution to efforts to understand Rhetorical Relations 

cross-linguistically. 

 

 I agree with the repeated emphasis of Mann and Thompson (1983) that 

the Rhetorical Relations semantically bear between clauses even when 

there is no explicit encoding of that relation. So I often include 

examples of semantically implicit relations. I differ from Mann and 

Thompson in that I am hesitant to posit a relational category where there 

never is any explicit encoding for that relation. The relation may still 

"exist", but it may not be a linguistic one if it never is 

morphosyntactically encoded. While there are admitted difficulties in 

this approach, it does provide control upon the potentially unlimited 

number of semantic relations which we could posit for languages. I will 

have more to say on this point toward the end of this paper. 

 

 Finally, before examining the actual examples, it should be noted 

that the categorization presented here is only a tentative one. And it is 

of a taxonomic nature, rather than explanatory. There is nothing 

superficial about the categorization, but we will note after presentation 

of the examples that Cheyenne encodes some of the relations in the same 

manner. This will lead us to discuss the issue of whether or not 

different semantic categories should be posited when the morphosyntax is 

the same. 

 

 Source identification is given in parentheses following an example. 

For instance, (46:10) following the first example indicates that it is 

from page 46, clause 10. When page and clause number are given, an 

example is taken from a text collection edited by W. Leman (1980). 

 

2.1. CIRCUMSTANCE 

 

4) tsé-'-am-ȯhomó'hé-vȯse  

   CJT-PST-along-dance-3PL  

   'As they (mudhens) dance 
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é-'-ȯhke-áhane-oestȯh-oe-vó-sest-o                        vé'hó'e 

3-PST-regularly-severe-instantly.do.to-INV-3PL-ATTRIB-OBV whiteman:OBV 

the whiteman was instantly killing them.' (46:10) 

 

(Implicit CIRCUMSTANCE:) 

 

5) tsé'tóhe   hetane é-s-ta-ná'tse-tanó-otse-sėstse. he-stse'em-o 

   DEF:AN man 3-PST-TRANSL-scare-MENTAL-INCH-ATTRIB  3POSS-woman-OBV 

   'This man fainted. His wife,  

 

he'-óho   tsé-vé'-ȯhtsém-ose é-h-ne'-oháetan-ae-sest-o 

woman-OBV CJT-with-go-DIR    3-PST-CIS-raise-INV-ATTRIB-OBV 

the woman who accompanied him, raised him up.' (3PL:13-14) 

 

The first clause of 5), about the man's fainting, sets up an implicit 

relation of CIRCUMSTANCE in which the action of the second clause makes 

sense. 

 

(Implicit CIRCUMSTANCE:) 

 

6) é-h-némeov-ó-sest-o.           é-x-ho'sóe-sest-o šé'še-o'o 

   3-PST-sing.for-DIR-ATTRIB-OBV  3-PST-dance-ATTRIB-3PL duck-PL 

   'He sang for them. The ducks danced.' (45:20-21) 

 

The (whiteman's) singing in the first clause of 6) presents a 

circumstance for the ducks' dancing in the second clause. 

 

2.2 TEMPORAL 

 

 Cheyenne has a rich system of morphosyntactic devices to indicate 

temporal relations. Interclausal temporal relations are encoded by a 

mixture of tense (past and future), a myriad of rich aspectual preverbs 

(see E. Leman 1986a), and a small number of temporal conjunctions. 

Examples of some of the most common temporal relations morphosyntactic 

encoding follow. 

 

2.2.1. Simultaneous 

 

7) é-s-tsėhése-nėstsé-sest-o        tsé-x-he'e-nėstse-vȯse 

   3-PST-Cheyenne-speak-ATTRIB-3PL  CJT-PST-REL-speak-3PL 

   'They were talking Cheyenne as they talked.' (1:6) 

 

Rather than being an example of Simultaneous temporality, 7) may, instead, 

belong in the MANNER category, below. If so, then 7) might more literally 

be translated as something like 'They were talking Cheyenne as they 

thusly talked.'  

  

The English is awkward but this is an attempt to show the role of the 

relator preverb in the conjunct clause. Better examples of Simultaneous 

temporality follow. 

 

 

Simultaneous: nėšená-: 
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8) tsé-h-nėšená-amė-ho'sóé-vȯse  é-'-ȯhke-éestsé-hoo'o oonȧha'é'héhe 

   CJT-PST-while-along-dance-3PL 3-PST-HAB-speak-PRET  frog:FEM 

   'While they (young men) danced the she-frog spoke, ...' (25:6) 

 

Comparison of 7) and 8) shows that the conjunct (subordinate) clause may 

precede or follow the main clause. Such precedence variation is common 

cross-linguistically. Its semantic/pragmatic function is being 

investigated by a number of linguists. For example, see Thompson (1985) 

on the positional significance of English purpose clauses. As in other 

languages, while the precise pragmatic details may vary, depending on the 

particular rhetorical relation, factors such as thematicity presumably 

play a crucial role in determining whether a conjunct clause will precede 

or follow the main (independent) clause. We cannot pursue this important 

area of study further here, but will give it detailed attention in the 

future. 

 

Simultaneous: he'éše-: 

 

9) tsé-x-he'éše-óo'evot-ȧhtse-vȯse é-x-he'ke-néma'e-vonėhné-hoo'o xao'o  

   CJT-PST-during-argue-RECIP-3PL 3-PST-slow-around-crawl-PRET skunk 

   'While they (bear and coyote) were arguing a skunk slowly appeared.' 

(27:10) 

 

I am unsure how to characterize the difference between the two 

simultaneity preverbs in 8) and 9), nėšená- and he'éše-. In his 

exhaustive dictionary, Petter (1915:417) glosses the latter as 'd(uring), 

while, lasting', whereas, in his grammar, he (Petter 1952:24) glosses the 

former as 'on, in process of, bent on (doing)'. While Petter had a very 

good grasp of the language, he was not a native speaker of English, and 

his glosses cannot always be taken as definitive. But I suspect that 

there is a slight difference between these two morphemes in that the 

latter does refer to one event being located within the time span of 

another event. My guess is that the first morpheme focuses simply on 

simultaneity, rather than locating within a time span. There is a good 

possibility that nėšená- is morphologically complex, since nėše- by 

itself is a morpheme meaning something like 'persisting on in the 

process'. I cannot morphologically identify ná-, if it can even be 

considered a separate morpheme. 

 

2.2.2. Sequential 

 

 Several Cheyenne devices encode sequential temporality between 

clauses.  

  

Examples follow. 

 

Conjunct subsequent: éše- 'already': 

 

10) tsé-'-éše-nae-tsė-se  

    CJT-PST-already-die-OBV-3  

 

é-s-ta-mȧsó-hooht-o'xé-no-vȯ-sest-o 

3-PST-TRANSL-group-home-carry-ASA-3PL:DIR-ATTRIB-OBV 

'After they (deer) had died, they (people) carried them home.' (8:58) 
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Conjunct antecedent: sáa'-éše- 'not already, not yet': 

 

11) naa hákó'e tótseha tsėhéóhe tsé-s-sáa'-éše-mano'eehe-vȯse 

    and far long.ago here CJT-PST-NEG-already-gather-3PL  

'"And long ago when they did not yet live here 

 

vo'ėstane-o'o é-hevoo'o netao'o    háá'ėše 

person-PL     3-say     everywhere far 

the people," she said, "when they did not yet live together here as a 

village, 

 

mó-h-méhaa-no-nó'ke-vo'ėstanéhevė-he-vó-he 

DUB-PST-previously-REDUP-alone-live-NEG-3PL-NEG 

people used to live all over by themselves ..."' (21:3-4) 

 

Note that temporal antecedence in Cheyenne is morphologically complex, 

composed of the NEGATIVE plus 'already'. Interaction with negation is a 

common pattern cross-linguistically for the 'before' relation as 

discussed by Thompson and Longacre (1985:182-183). The fact that the 

temporal antecedence relation is so commonly complex, as it is in 

Cheyenne, supports treating the relation as a (sub?)subclass of a broader 

temporal category. Hopefully, further cross-linguistic evidence will 

enable us to further define rhetorical relations class membership with 

greater certainty. 

 

 Temporal sequence may be simply implied by juxtaposition of clauses 

as in 12). (Individual clauses of 12) are placed on separate lines.) In 

Cheyenne, when temporal sequence is implied it is always the case that 

the event in the first clause temporally precedes the event in the 

following clause(s). My hypothesis is that this will be the case in all 

languages for temporal sequence implied by clausal juxtaposition. 

 

(Implicit Sequential:) 

 

12) kȧsováahe-ho é-'-évȧ-ho'-vé'otsé-hoon-o. 

 young.man-PL 3-PST-return-arrive-warpath-PRET-3PL  

 'The young men returned from the warpath.  

 

é-h-nėx-ho'éehé-sest-o nėhéóhe o'hé'e.  

3-PST-CIS-arrive.move-ATTRIB-PL there river:LOC 

They camped there by a river. 

 

é-h-ma'xė-ho'ėhahtsén-óvȯ-se. 

3-PST-big-burn:ISA-3PL-ATTRIB 

They burned it (meat) in a big fire.  

 

é-x-hoóhe-sest-o.  

3-PST-roast-ATTRIB-3PL 

They roasted (meat).  

 

vee'e é-s-tomȯhtan-án-óvȯ-se.  

tepee 3-PST-raise-it-3PL-ATTRIB 

Tepee they put up.  
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nėhé'ohe hotómá'e é-x-hoóhe-sest-o.  

there inside 3-PST-roast-ATTRIB-3PL 

Inside (the tepee) they roasted. 

 

é-'-éše-énė-hoóhe-sest-o 

3-PST-already-end-roast-ATTRIB-3PL 

They finished roasting. (32:1-7) 

 

2.2.3. Other conjunct TEMPORAL prefixes 

 

 To this point we have only seen examples of the tsé- conjunct 

prefix. It can be characterized as encoding realis modality events or 

states. There are several other conjunct prefixes. Labels come from W. 

Leman (1979:110-111): 

 

13) Other conjunct prefixes: 

 

mah- Subjunctive (irrealis), 'when' 

ho'- Iterative (realis), 'whenever' 

ȯh- Generic (nee Subjunctive Iterative), 'when, whenever' 

éó- Interrogative (embedded question), 'whether, if' 

(mó)ho'nó- Dubitative (nee Intensive Negative), 'no doubt not, must not 

have' 

momóxe- Optative, 'I wish ...' 

a(h)- Obligative, 'should, ought' 

 

The final three prefixes govern conjunct verbs which function as 

independent clauses. We will not concern ourselves with them in this 

paper since they are irrelevant to rhetorical relations. The first four 

prefixes govern conjunct verbs which, in general, cannot stand alone as 

independent utterances, but rather are subordinate to some independent 

clause. We will not discuss éó- here since it governs embedded questions 

which are more appropriately treated under Cheyene complementation (W. 

Leman 1986). We can, however, note examples where the first three 

prefixes are part of interclausal linkage with a temporal rhetorical 

relation. 

 

Subjunctive (also see under CONDITION): 

 

14) naa mȧh-ta-évȧ-hóo'ȯhtse-to nė-he-tóhta'hane-o'o 

 and CJT-TRANSL-return-go.home-2 ANA-REL-tell.story-DELAY 

 'And when you go back home tell this story ...' (36:70) 

 

The temporal relation subclass of 14) is probably Sequential Subsequent, 

i.e. the action in the second clause (a delayed imperative) is to take 

place temporally subsequent to the action in the conjunct clause. 

 

Simultaneous? (Iterative?): 

 

15) ná-ohke-ée-ame-ohtse ho'-éve-mȧhéno'sané-to é-x-he-sėstse 

 1-HAB-about-along-motion CJT-about-look.for.food-1 3-PST-say-ATTRIB 

 '"I walk around whenever I look for food," she (meadowlark) said.' 

(26:19) 
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The meadowlark is telling what she regularly does. The conjunct clause 

sets an iterative time frame in which the habitual action of the first 

clause is related. Linguists of the "lumper" persuasion (as opposed to 

"splitters") might say that there is a Simultaneous temporal relation in 

15). Splitters would want an additional category label, such as HABITUAL-

ITERATIVE. My preference in the splitter-lumper tension is a moderate 

position, with attempts to limit proliferation of categories while still 

respecting morphosyntactically encoded differences as much as possible. 

I'll go with the lumpers on 15), recognizing that calling the subclass 

relation there Simultaneous is not totally satisfactory. 

 

Simultaneous? (Generic?): 

 

16) naa ȯhts-éeotsé-vosė-stse mó-'-ȯhke-tšėše-mó-ma'xe-poo'honė-he-vó-he 

 and CJT-dive-3PL-PART DUB-PST-HAB-now?-REDUP-big-clap-NEG-3PL-NEG 

 'And when beavers dive they make a tremendous clap.'  

 

homá'e 

beaver:PL 

(Beaver text, p. 9) 

 

The first clause of 16) sets up a generic time frame for the independent 

clause following. Similar difficulty exists in classification of the 

temporal rhetorical relation for 16) (and 17) as mentioned for 15). 

Precision would call for further specification with a label such as 

GENERIC-HABITUAL showing the temporal relation between the two clauses of 

16) and 17). (The first clause is generic while the second clause is 

habitual.) Yet, there is a kind of simultaneity in these examples, so we 

will regard them as examples of the Temporal rhetorical relation in the 

Simultaneous subclass. As a general rule, in linguistic classification we 

would like to put aspectual phenomena under consideration of Aspect, not 

under consideration of a Temporal rhetorical relation. This would enable 

us to keep the number of rhetorical relations smaller. One problem that 

the Cheyenne data presents for this approach, however, is that we must 

recognize that conjunct prefixes clearly encode a kind of aspect, along 

with a role of indicating that the verb to which they are prefixed is 

subordinate to some other verb. This might not be so bad were it not for 

the fact that the usual place where Cheyenne aspect is encoded is the 

preverb slot. Such are the classification difficulties of working with 

real data from real languages! Morphosyntax seldom aligns itself 

perfectly with semantics. 

 

17) naa nėhe'še ȯhts-'ešė-he'kė-ho'taa'ė-stse é-ohkė-šénó'onė-stse 

 and then CJT-already-soft-by.heat-PART 3-HAB-drain-INAN.PL 

 'And then when (the chokecherries) are boiled tender they are 

drained.' (77:4) 

 

In 17) we see our first example of the temporal succession conjunction 

nėhe'še 'then'. It occurs along with the generic conjunct prefix ȯh- (the 

extra ts, phonemic /t/ is phonologically intrusive). This conjunction 

typically occurs between independent clauses for which the speaker wants 

to make clear that there is temporal succession, as opposed to the 

implied temporal succession seen earlier in 12): 
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2.2.4. Temporal conjunctions 

 

Temporal Succession Conjunction, nėhe'še 'then': 

18) é-s-ta-ést-o'ȧhé-otse-sėstse vóx'e-va. 

 3-PST-TRANSL-into-go.quickly-INCH-ATTRIB hole-OBL 

 '(The ground squirrel) dove into the hole. 

 

nėhe'še ma'ēno é-x-heseváen-e-sėstse. 

then turtle 3-PST-grab-x:3-ATTRIB 

Then the turtle was grabbed.' (31:15-16) 

 

I regard the temporal rhetorical relation between the two clauses of 18) 

as being of the subclass Sequential. Hence, we see that Cheyenne may 

encode temporal sequentiality by juxtaposition of clauses, by 

subordination (plus aspect), or by conjunction, parallel options to those 

which English employs, as, respectively, in: 

 

19a) I went to the store, walked home, and fixed supper. 

19b) After going to the store, I fixed supper. 

19c) I went to the store (and) then fixed supper. 

 

 My hypothesis is that nėhe'še is used when there is a significant 

discontinuity in the event line of a discourse. Usually this will be 

temporal discontinuity. But I believe the conjunction can also encode a 

kind of logical succession, similar to how English uses then both for 

temporal and logical sequence. Although we do not have a clear idea as to 

what constitutes Cheyenne episode boundaries (or, even less clear, 

paragraph boundaries, if paragraphs should even be considered linguistic 

entities), I have hypothesized that nėhe'še marks episode-initial 

boundaries. Consider the first person narrative of Appendix 1. This is a 

coherent text relating the activities of the speaker, Frances, over a 

relatively short period of time. 

 

 I typed the Frances text in 1984 aware that a non-native speaker of 

a language could not with any degree of certainty paragraph a text. Yet 

it seemed plausible to break the text into "chunks", several of which had 

an initial nėhe'še. I have circled each nėhe'še. Assuming that an episode 

maintains some unity, based on one or more of four parameters (Givón 

1984:245) of time, place, action, or participants, note the thematic 

discontinuity in the text associated with this conjunction. Between 

clauses 6) and 7) the conjunction precedes a change of location (Busby to 

Lame Deer), as it does between 10) and 11) (Frances' house to Velma's 

house). Between 16) and 17) there is a change of action (making moccasins 

to talking about the moccasins). Between 23) and 24) there is a kind of 

change in participant, that is, who Velma was talking about.  

  

There is no conjunction between 26) and 27) yet the change from quoted 

speech to a explanation of what, in general, was talked about is probably 

a sufficient discontinuity to posit an episode boundary. Similarly, when 

we find the switch to background information between 29) and 30). (Note 

how 30-32) gives a background REASON for the friendship relationship that 

led to good laughs in 29).) Then (note use of then, which came naturally 

here!) between 32) and 3PL) there is change of place (from Velma's back 
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to Frances' house). Between 34) and 35) there is change of participants 

speaking. Most often when there is quoted speech and change of speakers, 

no nėhe'še appears, but it does here. My guess is that it does to 

emphasize the clear response of the children to Frances' question--a 

response which is focused upon. A focus device is, of course, 

pragmatically marked, as is an overt discontinuity marker such as nėhe'še. 

Finally, the conjunction appear between 37) and 38) because there is a 

change of place and action. 

 

 As in English (19a, 19c), Cheyenne naa, literally 'and' can 

indicate a kind of weak temporal sequence. While nėhe'še is a strong 

indicator of temporal sequence, naa is weaker, yet perhaps not as weak an 

indicator as temporal sequence which is implied simply by juxtaposition 

of clauses. Weak TEMPORAL Succession Conjunction, naa 'and' (Temporal 

sequence implied): 

 

20) é-'-ováhanȯhn-óvȯ-sest-o. naa é-h-ma'xė-hóe-stósem-óvȯ-sest-o. 

 3-PST-clobber-3PL:DIR-ATTRIB-OBV and 3-PST-big-out-drag-3PL:DIR-

ATTRIB-OBV 

 'They would kill them (deer). And they dragged them out.' (8:56-57) 

 

 As in English, there are Cheyenne conjunctions which indicate time 

span: 

 

TEMPORAL Post-span conjunction, ta'e 'until': 

 

21) ná-h-netséstoe-ne-o'o ta'e tsé-x-héne'enome-vȯse  

 1-PST-doubt-1PL-3PL until CJT-PST-know-3PL 

 'They doubted us until they found out  

 

tsé-heše-óha'o-tse he-stse'ko 

CJT-REL-swollen-OBV 3POSS-leg 

that his leg was swollen.' (69:42) 

 

 To illustrate a Pre-span conjunction, I give the entire text which  

  

precedes, in English, because 22), the last clause of the text refers 

back to the entire episode as explanation for why the mudhen (possibly 

the coot or grebe) has red eyes. 

 

 The conjunction nėhetáa'e is complex, composed of an initial 

anaphoric element, ne-, which points the speaker back to something 

preceding in the discourse. (The corresponding "cataphoric" conjunction 

is tsėhetáa'e 'from this time on'.) 

 

TEMPORAL Pre-span conjunction, nėhetáa'e 'since then': 

 

Why the Mudhen Had Red Eyes 

 

 A whiteman was walking. He carried his songs on his back. He came 

upon (some) birds. There were different kinds (of birds). "Sing for us," 

they told the whiteman. "We want to dance," the birds said. "Yes," said 

the whiteman. The one who opens his eyes will have red eyes," said the 

whiteman. The birds danced. As they danced the whiteman was instantly 
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killing them. A mudhen opened his eyes. "Run away!" the one who opened 

his eyes told the birds. 

 

22) nėhetáa'e é-ohke-mo-má'o'-'enė-sest-o xȧhkema-ho 

 since.then 3-HAB-REDUP-red-face-ATTRIB-OBV mudhen-PL 

 'From that time mudhens have had red eyes.' (46:13) 

 

 Hollenbach (1975:16), who labels most (interpropositional) 

relations in hyphenated form, making clear the role of each clause, calls 

the rhetorical relations in 21) and 22) Pre-span-End (English 'until') 

and Beginning-Post-span (English 'since'), respectively. 

 

2.2.5. Sequential preverb 

 

 We have seen examples of the temporal relation between independent 

clauses, with and without a conjunction. We have seen numerous examples 

of the temporal relation between subordinate (often with aspectual 

preverbs which clearly specify a temporal subclass) and independent verbs. 

We now note use of the sequential preverb, novȯse-, in independent verbs. 

The pertinent clauses are 27-29) of the Frances text in Appendix 1 of 

this paper. There is a series of independent verbs, translated into 

English as: 

 

 We sat there and talked about just anything, we told about 

(anything), even dogs and also cars, just like we know how to fix them. 

Then 29) follows: 

 

23) ná-ohke-novȯse-ma'xė-hohátsé-me 

 1-HAB-SUBSEQ-big-laugh-1PL 

 'then we would have a good laugh' (Frances, cl. 29) 

 

 It appears that this preverb means 'SUBSEQUENTLY' or 'afterwards' 

in 23). There appears to be an interesting complication with the 

semantics of this preverb. It seems to be able to change to an opposite 

meaning of 'before' in appropriate contexts. After glossing it as 

'afterwards' Petter (1915:599) noted this change capacity saying, "This 

i(nfix) (sic) seems to have just the opposite meaning at times, according 

to how it used..." He gives an example (retranscribed in the current 

orthography) similar to our 23) above: 

 

24) ma'-ta-éše-mésėhé-tse nė-sta-novȯse-aseohtse-ma 

 CJT-TRANSL-already-eat-1PL 2-FUT:TRANSL-SUBSEQ-leave-1PL.INCL 

 'After we have eaten we will subsequently leave' 

 

 Then, under the entry before Petter (1915:106) gives this 

(retranscribed) example: 

 

25) novȯse-aseohtse-o'o ma'-to'se-mésėhé-vȯtse 

 before?-leave-DELAY CJT-going.to-eat-3PL 

 'Leave (delayed imperative) before they eat' 

 

The translation 'leave before they eat' is exactly how Petter translates 

25) and without evidence to the contrary I would accept it as reliable. 
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 A possible further complication is that there is a separate word 

novȯse which seems to have a meaning like 'before, less than'. An example 

which I heard once is found in W. Leman (1983:114): 

 

26) é-má'se-otse novȯse 

 3-exhaust-INCH before 

 'It (e.g. words for a cassette tape) didn't quite fit' 

 

It seems most plausible that the preverb novȯse- is basically the same 

morpheme as the separate word (adverb or conjunction) novȯse. We cannot 

pursue the study of the intriguing semantics further here. It is 

reminiscent of the "flip-flop" semantics of the Cheyenne word hová''ehe 

which means 'something' in a positive context but 'nothing' in a negative 

context. 

 

2.3. CONDITION 

 

 The CONDITION or CONDITIONAL rhetorical relation bears when "(o)ne 

proposition provides the condition under which the other proposition 

holds" (Mann and Thompson 1983:7). A number of subtypes of conditionals 

can be found in cross-linguistic study (Thompson and Longacre 1985:190ff). 

Because of time constraints we can do little more here than present a 

small amount of Cheyenne data. 

 

 The general pattern for Cheyenne conditionals seems to be use of 

either the mah- Conjunct Subjunctive or ȯh- Conjunct Generic prefixes. 

These prefixes are often used in conjunction with a preverb vé'-. 

Sometimes it seems possible to use the preverb simply by itself, without 

the Subjunctive or Generic prefixes. In any event, in the clearest 

conditional examples the 'if' clause is always in the conjunct order. 

Examples follow: 

 

Conjunct preverb vé'-: 

 

27) né-tȧsée-na'h-atsé-me né-nėhestȯhénot-atsé-me  

 2-surely-kill-1:2-2PL 2-"kill"-1:2-2PL 

 '"I'll surely kill you (PL), kill all of you,  

 

ma'-ta-vé'-nȧha'en-atsé-se, é-s-tȧ-het-ó-hoon-o 

CJT-TRANSL-if-catch-1:2-2PL 3-PST-TRANSL-say.to-DIR-PRET-OBV 

if I catch you," she told them.' (15:90-91) 

 

28) tsé-tsėhéstȧhe-se é-ohkė-sáa-hóhnee-hó'xatsėstȧhé-he-o'o, oha  

 CJT-Cheyenne-3PL:PART 3-HAB-NEG-boldly-friendly-NEG-3PL but 

 'Cheyennes are not boldly frieldly, but  

 

ȯh-vé'-hó'xatamá-otsé-'tov-óvo-sėstse vo'ėstan-óho mé'tó'e  

CJT-if-friendly-INCH-TR-3PL:DIR-PART person-OBV in.turn 

once they really get to like someone then  

 

é-ohkė-ho-háe-hó'xatsėstȧhe-o'o 

3-HAB-REDUP-much-friendly-3PL 

they are really friendly.' (Persuade text, p. 1) 
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 Note that there is no 'if' in the English translation of 28). Yet 

there is the 'if'-like preverb vé'-. Structurally, 28) appears to be a 

conditional construction. We probably could have said 'if' in the 

translation rather than 'once'. What this shows us is that Cheyenne, like 

many other languages, has similar semantics and structure between 

irrealis/subjunctive/generic and conditionals. 

 

 Identification of the precise semantics of the preverb vé'- is 

uncertain at this point. There is a prohibitive preverb with identical 

spelling: 

 

29) né-vé'-mésehe 

    2-PROHIB-eat 

    'Don't eat!' 

 

There is a CAUSAL preverb vé'- which native speakers often translate as 

'on account of' (see under CAUSAL, below). It seems to me that if the 

conditional preverb is related to anything else, that it would be to the 

causal preverb. The semantics of conditionality and causality are similar. 

In both one proposition depends upon another for its "fulfillment". I 

don't understand how prohibitive semantics would be related and would 

guess that the spelling identity is simply a case of homonymy. 

 

 We next see that a conditional relation can exist even without the 

vé'- preverb: 

 

Conjunct prefix mah-: 

 

30) mȧh-vóho'kȧse-tse  tse-nėh-vóó-htán-óvo énovane 

    CJT-light-OBV      FUT-CIS-see-ISA-3PL:it 1PL(INCL):home  

    '"If there is light (our enemies) will see our home,"  

 

é-x-het-ó-sest-o 

3-PST-say.to-DIR-ATTRIB-OBV 

he told him.' (32:11) 

 

For another example see 73:5-6 under ALTERNATION, below. 

 

2.3.1. CONTRAFACTUAL 

 

 A CONTRAFACTUAL (sometimes called COUNTERFACTUAL) relation may bear 

between clauses. In many languages, as in Cheyenne, this relation is 

structurally a subtype of Conditionals. Semantically, Contrafactual is a 

subtype of Conditionals. Conditionals refer to events or conditions which 

might obtain, whereas the Contrafactual relation refers to the subclass 

of 'might' events or conditions which could have obtained but didn't. 

 

 In Cheyenne a Contrafactual relation bears between a normally 

marked 'if' (protasis) conjunct clause and an independent order apodosis 

clause. The apodosis will have the preverb meh- which appears related to 

the preverb me'- which can be translated as 'should', as in: 
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31) né-me'-mésehe 

    2-should-eat 

    'You should eat.' 

 

From my investigation, native speakers seem to be able to gloss me'- over 

a range of English 'should, could, would, might'. For another example, 

see clause 35) of the Frances text in Appendix 1, where the suggestion to 

the mother is given in an impersonal construction: 

 

32) é-me'-ovėšená-htove 

    3-should-recline-IMPERS 

    'There should be going to bed.' 

 

 A contraexpectation construction exists in a text on the Cheyenne's 

claim to the Black Hills. Note that there is a compound protasis and that 

the preverb meh- is found in each protasis verb: 

 

3PL) naa vé'-tonóohtom-'atse     nėhé'ohe  

     and (CJT)if-wait.for.it-1PL there 

     'And if we (Cheyennes) had waited there the Black Hills (claim)  

 

é-mėh-no'an-e       mo'ȯhtáv-o'honá'e-va, ??? háesto ma'kaeta  

3-would-include-x:3 black-rock-OBL (tape unclear) many money would have 

been included, we would have gotten  

 

né-mėh-vé'še-onénėxȯhomó-ne-none,  é-mėx-háestoha hotséva-tanó-ma'kaeta 

2-would-INSTR-pay-UNSPEC-1PL(INCL) 3-would-be.more hope-MENTAL-money 

a bigger payment, the claims money would have been much more.' (Claim, p. 

4)  

 

2.4. CAUSAL 

 

 Causal relations involve logical implication and often a kind of 

temporal sequence (Hollenbach 1975:16). Judging by the availability of 

morphosyntactic devices, there are apparently several different 

subclasses of Cheyenne causals. The differences between them are not at 

all clear at this point, but will be a focus of investigation in ongoing 

work on Cheyenne rhetorical relations. 

 

 Like Hollenbach (1975) I include the Purpose relation as a subclass 

of the CAUSAL relation. 

 

 Before giving Cheyenne examples, I should make clear that by CAUSAL 

I mean a relationship between propositions or clauses. I use the term 

causative for a a construction with a relationship of causation which 

exists between nominal arguments, as between 'I' and 'him' of English 'I 

made him wash the windows'. Cheyenne causatives are described in W. Leman 

(1986). 

 

 The preverb hése- clearly encodes a CAUSAL relation. Although, as 

we shall see, several other preverbs may also, as far as I know only 

hése- is used in Cheyenne 'why' questions, e.g. 
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34) héná'a'e  tsé-hése-a'xaame-to 

    what      CJT-from-cry-2 

    'Why are you crying?' 

 

 Use of hése- to encode a causal relation reflects 

grammaticalization of the morpheme meaning 'from thence' or 'ORIGIN', 

seen in an allomorphemic variant, hést-, in: 

 

35) naa tsé-he-mėšémé-to é-hést-ahe mo'ȯhtá-vetoo'o 

    and CJT-have-grandfather-1 3-be.from-quality black-kettle 

    'And my grandfather is (descended) from (the person) Black Kettle.' 

(10:32) 

 

Preverb hése- in Independent Causal Clause: 

 

36) mó-'-ȯhkė-hése-éve-ahtoe-šenȧ-hé-he éšee-va (22:25) 

    DUB-PST-HAB-from-about-buried-lie-NEG-NEG day-OBL 

    'That must be why (the bat) hides in daytime.' 

 

 36) occurs at the end of a story (from Aesop's Fables?) about how 

the bat isn't a bird nor an animal. His experiences of rejection by both 

birds and animals leads to the concluding remark in 36). Note that the 

CAUSAL relation in 36) is not to the immediately preceding clause of the 

story but rather to the entire set of experiences related in the earlier 

part of the story. This shows, as discussed by others (e.g. Mann and 

Thompson 1985), that rhetorical relations may be hierarchical, that is, 

that they may bear between larger sections of discourse than propositions 

or clauses alone. 

 

 The causal preverb hése- may be in an independent clause (36) or a 

conjunct clause (37): 

 

Preverb hése- in Conjunct Clause: 

 

37) né-hóhta'haov-atsé-nóvo       kȧsová'ahe.      

2-tell.story.to-1:2-(about).3 young.man  

'I'm telling you a story about a young man. 

 

é-s-ta-ase-vé'otsé-hoo'o. 

3-PST-TRANSL-INCEP-warpath-PRET 

 He started off on the warpath. 

 

tsé-tȧ-hésė-hé-ve'otsė-se      é-x-he-vésenéhe-hoo'o 

CJT-TRANSL-from-PURP-warpath-3 3-PST-have-friend-PRET 

The reason for going on the warpath: he had a friend.' (64:1-3) 

 

 A few clauses later in the same story we again see the CAUSAL 

relation: 

 

38) é-'-ȯhkė-sáa-héne'en-óhe-he-sėstse tsé-hése-vone-otse-tsė-se (64:10) 

    3-PST-HAB-NEG-know-x:3-NEG-ATTRIB  CJT-from-gone-INCH-OBV-3 

    '(The friend) was not known about because he (friend) was lost.' 
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 In W. Leman (1986) I showed that the relator preverb heše- is used 

in object complements. But it may also be used in some causal 

constructions. In the following there is a compound reason given for the 

nighthawk's being in bad shape. Each occurrence of the causal preverb is 

in a conjunct verb: 

 

Preverb heše- 'since, thus': 

 

39) ná-osee-háo'omenehe   é-'-ȯhkė-hé-hoo'o  

    1-very-bad.condition  3-PST-HAB-say-PRET 

    '"I'm really in bad shape," (the nighthawk) would say,  

 

tsé-ohkė-hešė-sáa'-ée-vése-pėhéve-óešená-hé-to naa mato  

CJT-HAB-REL-NEG-about-COM-good-alight-NEG-1    and also 

since I do not land well and also  

 

tsé-ohkė-hešė-sáa'-ée-vése-pėhévė-ho'e-hé-to ...  

CJT-HAB-REL-NEG-about-COM-good-be.at-NEG-1 

since I do not sit well ...' (26:3-4) 

 

 As mentioned earlier in Section 2.3, a preverb vé'- may help encode 

a CAUSAL relation. One informant I worked with consistently translated 

vé'- causals with the English phrase 'on account of'. I do not know if 

this was simply her way of expressing the 'because' idea or if it 

reflects some nuance of difference from other causals. I gloss vé'- as 

'if' here as I did in 2.3, but this is only a guess as to its basic 

meaning: 

 

Preverb vé'- in Conjunct Causal Clause: 

 

40) é-s-ta-osee-havėséve-tanó-otsé-hoo'o    tsé'tóhe  kȧse'éehe  

    3-PST-TRANSL-very-bad-MENTAL-INCH-PRET  this:AN   young.lady  

    'This young lady really felt bad because  

 

he-éháme       tsé-s-sáa-vé'-ho'-vé'hahtsé-he-tsė-se ... 

3POSS-husband  CJT-PST-NEG-if-arrive-accompany-NEG-OBV-3/4 

her husband did not come.' (Alcohol text, p. 9) 

 

 My impression is that all conjunct clausals may precede or follow 

an independent clause to which they are related, with the possible 

exception of clauses with another preverb, homá'xe-. Petter (1952:112) 

glosses this new preverb as 'for the reason that' and seems to indicate 

an ordering constraint, saying (1952:112) that it "follow(s) a statement. 

I have not found any examples that contradict Petter's ordering 

observation. 

 

Preverb homá'xe- in Conjunct Clause: 

 

41) naa oha ná-to'sė-sáa-vone-tanó-he      tsé-he'e-nėstsé-to  

    and but 1-going.to-NEG-gone-MENTAL-NEG CJT-REL-speak.language-1 

    'but I am not going to forget my language (lit. how I speak language) 
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tsé-x-homá'xe-tsėhéstȧhé-to 

CJT-SUB-CAUS-be.Cheyenne-1  

because I am a Cheyenne.' (Bilingual text, p. 3)
3
 

 

 The preverb vé'še- registers on a verb that it has a semantic 

instrument as an argument. The Oblique suffix -va marks nouns as 

instruments (42a). It usually does not appear on the instrument when the 

instrumental preverb occurs on the verb (42b). 

 

42a) é-oo'xoomȧhane  hohkȯxe-va 

     3-chop          axe-OBL 

     'He chopped with an axe.' 

 

42b) é-vé'še-oo'xoomȧhane hohkȯxe 

 3-INSTR-chop axe 

 'He chopped with an axe.' 

 

 Instrumentality which is registered on a verb can be verbal in 

origin, as in 43), where the cause of (the mother's) happiness was that 

her family had gathered together on Mother's Day. To my mind, this comes 

quite close to being of a CAUSAL rhetorical relation. 

 

Preverb vé'še- 'INSTR' Causal: 

 

43) é-ho-háe-pėhéve-tano      tsé-h-vé'še-móheeohtsé-tse naa mato  

    3-REDUP-much-good-MENTAL  CJT-PST-INSTR-gather-1PL   and also  

    'She was really happy that we had gathered and also  

 

tsé-h-mét-ótse tsé-ohke-méa-htove-e'ėstse             tsé-met-ó-tse  

CJT-PST-give.to-DIR-1PL CJT-HAB-give-IMPERS-INAN.PART CJT-give.to-DIR-1PL 

given her gifts that we gave her  

 

tsé-he-šké-ešee-ve  

CJT-have-mother-day-be 

on Mother's Day.' (71:13) 

 

 A CAUSAL relation may simply be implicit as in: 

 

(Implicit CAUSAL:) 

                                                
3
The x- in the last conjunct verb of 41) is glossed as 'SUB' for 

subordinator. It is not really a subordinator; if anything, the conjunct 

prefixes carry more of a subordinator role, but the following will show 

that its identification is not always clearcut. The x- is a 

phonologically conditioned allomorph of /h-/ which I have, with good 

justification, been glossing so far as 'PST' tense. /h-/ encodes only 

past tense in independent order verbs, but it encodes a range of semantic 

functions in conjunct verbs, including 'PST' tense and 'LOC'. In the 

conjunct it seems to bleach out semantically in a way that it does not in 

independent order verbs. It can occasionally be used almost like a PRO-

form for the relator preverb in a complement construction. And it can 

sometimes be the only indication of a causal relationship. I am looking 

for a better label for its broad conjunct usage. 
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44) naa ná-ohkė-sáa-mȧhove-óo'evot-ȧhtsé-hé-me, 

    and 1-HAB-NEG-tire-argue-RECIP-NEG-1PL  

    'And we're always arguing,  

 

ná-ohke-netséstov-ȧhtsé-me  nonámé'tó'e.  

1-HAB-doubt-RECIP-1PL       one.another 

we're always disagreeing with one another.  

 

ná-ohke-ná'so'éem-ȧhtsé-me, ná-he-vé'tove-nȯtse. 

1-HAB-tease-RECIP-1PL       1-have-brother.in.law-TR:DIR 

We tease each other, he's my brother-in-law.' 

 (Tepee2 text, p. 1) 

 

 In 44), at a minimum, there is a CAUSAL relation between the last 

two verbs: the last verb, 'he's my brother-in-law', gives the reason or 

cause for the result, their teasing each other. It is, in fact, probable 

that the first three verbs of 44) form a conjoined result of the final 

cause. Again, then, we see hierarchy in rhetorical organization. The 

first three verbs are conjoined by a relationship of COORDINATION (see 

below) or LIST, a label used by Sandra Thompson (from D. Payne: p.c.) in 

work on rhetorical relations she has continued since Mann and Thompson 

(1983). Then, this conjoined rhetorical structure is related to the final 

verb by CAUSAL, as such, in abbreviated form: 

 

 CAUSE 

 COORDINATION brother-in-law 

 argue disagree tease 

 

2.4.1. Purpose 

 

 A regular CAUSAL relation and a subtype of Purpose are similar in 

that both present relations where something in one clause or discourse 

unit is contingent upon something in another. They differ in that the 

source of the cause in a regular CAUSAL is assumed by the speaker to be 

already accomplished or certain to be so, while Purpose presents an 

intention which may or may not have resulted in an accomplished event at 

the time of the speech act. 

 

 Cheyenne has two basic means of encoding Purpose, one by either of 

two preverbs, the other by a conjunction. The preverb hé- is used when 

the person intending is coreferential with the person who is to do the 

intended action. The derivational result is a single multi-propositional 

complex verb. The same Equi-subject constraint exist for Cheyenne 'want' 

which, likewise, results in a multi-propositional verb, but with a 

desiderative suffix. The preverb hé- has cognates in other Algonquian 

languages which have developed into a future tense marker. Cheyenne has a 

separate future htse- /hte-/ but the semantics of intention and future 

tense, are, of course, rather similar, so the development in sister 

Algonquian languages is not surprising. In many verbs with the intentive 

preverb there is no overt "higher" verb, such as 'come'. However, it 

often makes sense semantically to supply one in a gloss: 
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45) hé-mėsees-tse 

    INTENT-eat-IMPV 

    '(Come to) eat!' 

 

 An example from a text is: 

 

Preverb he- 'INTENTIVE/PURPOSIVE' 

 

45) nėhe'še  hápó'e    é-s-tȧ-hé-estsėhné-hoo'o 

    then     likewise  he-PST-TRANSL-enter-PRET 

    'Then likewise he went to go inside.' (17:17) 

 

 Petter (1915:988) glosses the conjunction nonóhpa as 's(o) that, in 

order that'. I suspect this is an accurate translation. 

 

 

Conjunction nonóhpa 'so that, PURPOSE': 

 

46) s'e'ea'a   tsé-'-ase-mé'ovó'sem-ė-se  nonóhpa mó-tȧ-héne'enȯ-hé-he 

    right.away CJT-PST-INCEP-remind-x:3-3 PURP    DUB-TRANSL-know-NEG-NEG 

    'Right away she is begun to be reminded so that she understands.' 

(84:49) 

 

47) naa netao'o    é-ohke-mȧhe-vé'šė-hahéan-ȧhtsé-nove nonóhpa  

    and everywhere 3-HAB-all-INSTR-rub-REFL-IMPERS PURP 

 'And all over one is rubbed so that  

 

é-ohke-méno'ke-mée-otsé-nove 

3-HAB-willow-smell-INCH-IMPERS 

there is the willow smell.' (Beaver text, p. 3) 

 

2.4.2. Result 

 

 A preverb nóhpa- exists which looks like an unreduplicated form of 

the conjunction nonóhpa. I have not investigated its semantics, but if 

the assumption of relationship to the conjunction is correct, then it is 

a preverb of Purpose. It would then relate the second clause of 47) to 

the first by a relation of Purpose, or, more like, a related relation, 

Result, with a revised gloss of '(The snake) crawled back out, with the 

result that he did not get to eat those frogs.' Further work is needed to 

understand the semantics here. It is entirely possible that the 

conjunction nonóhpa is a Result relation marker, rather than Purpose. In 

any case, I would still categorize all these forms under the broad 

category of CAUSAL. 

 

Preverb nóhpa- 'RESULT?': 

 

48) é-s-ta-évȧ-hóe-vonėhné-hoo'o. é-s-sáa-nóhpa-mév-ȯ-hé-sest-o  

    3-PST-return-out-crawl-PRET   3-PST-NEG-RESULT-eat-DIR-NEG-ATTRIB-OBV 

    '(The snake) crawled back out. He did not get to eat  

 

néhe    oonȧhā'e 

DET:AN  frog:OBV 

those frogs.' (25:31-32) 
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2.5. LOCATION 

 

 Others (e.g. Mann and Thompson 1983, Longacre 1979, Hollenbach 1975) 

who have investigated rhetorical relations do not list LOCATION as a 

relation. Yet, it is obvious that locative clauses in many languages 

pattern structurally along with other "adverbial" clauses (Thompson and 

Longacre 1985:183). We have attempted in this paper to differentiate 

semantic relations from morphosyntactic ones. With Mann and Thompson 

(1983) we believe that rhetorical relations are essentially semantic. Yet, 

when a language clearly treats locative clauses as it does other 

"adverbial" clauses which we readily accept as evidencing semantic  

  

rhetorical relations, we should, at minimum raise the possibility that 

LOCATION can be a kind of semantic relation. Otherwise, if we have no 

structural constraints upon semantic analysis we run the risk of 

uncontrolled subjectivity in semantic work. I cannot discuss this issue 

further in this paper, but it is one of continuing importance in 

linguistics. It became salient during the peak years of Generative 

Semantics, where there was potential for nearly unlimited semantic and 

lexical decomposition, and positing of all kinds of abstract "higher" 

verbs, etc. The tension between semantic categorization and 

morphosyntactic control must, I believe, be fully addressed as the 

linguistic community focuses upon rhetorical relations. 

 

 As noted earlier, Cheyenne locative clauses are encoded by the 

conjunct, and use what appears to be the same /h-/ morpheme following the 

tsé- conjunct prefix: 

 

49) é-s-tȧ-hé-honót-ȯ-sest-o tsé-x-hóveo'e'oe-tsė-se  

3-PST-TRANSL-INTENT-roast-DIR-ATTRIB-OBV CJT-LOC-shade-OBV-3  

'He went to roast (the ducks) where it was shady  

hoóhtset-o 

hoóhtset-o 

tree-OBV 

(under) trees.' (45:30) 

 

2.6. COORDINATION 

 

 Coordinated clauses or propositions have equal thematic status in 

discourse. Neither clause is structurally subordinated to the other. In 

discussion of 44) in Section 2.4. earlier mentioned a rhetorical relation 

of COORDINATION. There the relation conjoining clauses was implicit. We 

now examine several means of explicitly encoding the relationship. 

 

 The conjunction naa may appear by itself linking two clauses. In 

such cases, as in 20), there is sometimes an inference of temporal 

sequence. Often the conjunction mato 'also' will appear in addition to or 

instead of naa: 

 

Conjunctions, (naa) mato '(and) also': 
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50) é-ohke-nóto'xeva-o'o  vo'ėstane  to'sė-hováneehe-sės-tse  

    3-HAB-warn-3PL        person     (CJT)-going.to-be.gone-3-PART 

    'They (owls) warn (when) a person is going to be gone (die),  

 

to'se-nae-sės-tse  é-ohkė-hev-oone.     naa mato é-ná'so'e'estomane-o'o  

(CJT)-going.to-die-3-PART 3-HAB-say-3PL and also 3-tease-3PL 

when he is going to die, they say. And also they play tricks.' (41:7-8) 

 

 Another conjunction which links independent clauses is hápó'e(veta) 

'likewise'. Here it appears with naa mato: 

 

Conjunction hápó'e(veta) 'likewise': 

 

51) no'ka tótseha é-h-móheeohtsé-hoon-o hová-hne. naa mato hápó'e  

    once long.ago 3-PST-gather-PRET-3PL animal-PL and also likewise 

    'Once long ago the animals met. And also likewise  

 

mó-h-móheeohtsė-he-vó-he    vé'kėseh-o  tsé-ohkė-hetaa'e-ame-'há-vȯse  

DUB-PST-gather-NEG-3PL-NEG  bird-PL     CJT-HAB-whichever-along-fly-3PL 

they met, birds, those who fly.' (22:1-2) 

 

 A conjunctive preverb no- is often used in verbs which are united 

in a series by the relation of COORDINATION. In its most basic semantics 

it means 'included': 

 

Preverb no'- 'also': 

 

52) é-x-xamae-havėsévȧhé-hoo'o.  é-h-no'-hóxe-es'e-hoo'o.  

    3-PST-simply-bad-PRET        3-PST-also-snotty-nose  

    '(Turtle Moccasin) was really ugly. His nose also ran.  

 

é-x-ho'sȧhe-'enė-hoo'o.  é-'-ȯhke-noné'ke-nóohé-hoo'o.  

3-PST-excrete-face-PRET  3-PST-HAB-dirty-appear-PRET 

He had an eye infection. He was dirty.  

 

é-x-háe-no'-tȧhpe'-kȧs'e-hoo'o. naa é-h-no'-matse-'ėstá-hoo'o 

3-PST-much-also-big-belly-PRET  and 3-PST-also-infected-ear-PRET 

His stomach also really stuck out. And he also had running ears.' (56:18-

23) 

 

 The preverb hóse- differs from no'-, I believe, in that hóse- 

refers to repetition of action, whereas no'- refers to inclusion of an 

additional state or referential entity. The repetition need not be by the 

same individual. The scope of hóse- often reaches over sections of 

discourse much larger than adjoining clauses. Note that the first verb of 

53) is taken from clause number 22) of a text, while the second verb is 

from clause 28) of that text. I am often struck by how freely Cheyenne 

speakers use hóse-, seemingly, for almost any kind of perceived 

repetition, not simply when the same lexical verb appears, but often when 

there is just some kind of "semantic" repetition. 

 

Preverb hóse- 'again': 
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53) é-s-ta-éva-tóo'tá-tse-nė-sest-ȯtse ... 

    3-PST-TRANSL-return-meet?-OBV-INAN.PL-ATTRIB-INAN.PL 

    '(His eyes) returned ...  

 

é-s-ta-osáanė-éva-hóse-tóo'tá-tse-nė-sest-ȯtse 

3-PST-TRANSL-commence-return-again-meet?-OBV-INAN.PL-ATTRIB-INAN.PL 

They returned again.' (42:22, 28) 

 

2.6.1. Alternation 

 

 A subtype of the COORDINATION relation is Alternation. English 'or' 

exemplifies this relation. The Cheyenne conjunctino used for Alternation 

is morphologically complex, meaning, literally, 'and also-maybe'. Such 

complexity is support for regarding Alternation as a subtype of 

COORDINATION. 

 

naa mátȯ-héva 'or' 

 

54) ná-to'se-taomė-he-mo'kėhane-nȯtse, naa mátȯ-héva vo'ėstane  

 1-going.to-own-have-moccasin-INAN.PL and also-maybe person

 'They are going to be my own moccasins, or (if) someone  

 

mȧx-ho''aes-tse  nȧ-hta-nėšė-hohtóva-nȯtse (73:5-6) 

wants them       1-FUT:TRANSL-persist-sell-INAN.PL 

CJT-want-3 I'll sell them.' 

 

2.7. CONCESSION 

 

 Under CONCESSION are grouped all Cheyenne morphosyntactic means of 

encoding a relation which has an English 'but' kind of meaning. It is 

probable that the categorization here is oversimplified, but this is an 

initial proposal. 

 

(Implied concession:) 

 

54) véno'ó-táno   é-x-het-ó-sest-o  

escape-MENTAL 3-PST-say.to-DIR-ATTRIB-OBV  

Get out of danger! he told them. 

 

é-'-éše-áahtse'e-mȧhe-nae-sest-o  

3-PST-already-SIM-all-die-ATTRIB-OBV 

(But) they were already dead. (48:15-16) 

 

 Note the morpheme áahtse'e- which I gloss as 'SIM(ULTANEOUS)' in 

54). It may be necessary to add this as another TEMPORAL Simultaneity 

relation marker in our inventory of TEMPORAL morphosyntactic devices. 

 

Weak concession with conjunction naa 'and/but': 

 

55) mó-'-évȧ-hóo'-ȯhtsé-tanȯ-he-vó-he.        nótȧx'e-vé'hó'e  

    DUB-PST-return-home-go-DESID-NEG-3PL-NEG  warrior-whiteman:PL  

'They (Cheyennes) wanted to go back home. (But) the soldiers  
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ho'nó-amȧhta-vȯtse naa  mó-h-nėšė-hoohtova-ase-ehe-he-vó-he. (9:6-8) 

CJT.DUB-agree-3PL  and  DUB-PST-persist-anyway-INCEP-move-NEG-3PL-NEG 

didn't agree (with that). But they left anyway.' 

 

 Stronger concession is encoded by (naa) oha, literally, 'and 

only/but'. 

 

Conjunctions (naa) oha: 

 

56) é-s-sáa-tónėše-e'šévaen-ó-he-vȯ-sest-o          nótȧx'e-vé'hó'e  

    3-PST-NEG-how-afraid.of-DIR-NEG-3PL-ATTRIB-OBV  warrior-whiteman:PL 

    They weren't afraid of the soldiers  

 

tsé-oh-néx-heše-ma'xe-na'h-ae-vȯse.  oha  

CJT-though-CIS?-REL-big-kill-INV-3PL but  

even though they killed a lot of them. But  

 

é-h-váhtome-'eva-ame-ohtsé-sest-o.             naa  oha  ho-háesto  

3-PST-nevertheless-return-along-go-ATTRIB-3PL  and  but  REDUP-many 

they nevertheless came on. But (very) many  

 

é-h-nėx-hováneehé-sest-o. 

3-PST-CIS-be.gone-ATTRIB-3PL 

were gone (died). (10:27-28) 

 

 An Antithesis kind of relation is seen in 57). Mann and Thompson 

(1983) posit a full relation of THESIS-ANTITHESIS. I feel it is more 

appropriate to consider this a subtype of the broader category of 

CONCESSION. 

 

Conjunction mé'tó'e 'on the other hand, instead, conversely': 

 

57) mó-nó-nė-hetaa'e-menoe'é-tse-neho              o'xe. naa mé'tó'e  

    DUB-REDUP?-ANA-so.much-be.berryshaped-OBV-PRET half  and converse  

'He had a very large eye on one side. And conversely,  

 

o'xe  é-s-tšėške'e-menoe-'éxané-hoo'o 

half  3-PST-little-be.berryshaped-eye-PRET 

on the other side, he had a little eye.' (44:96-97) 

 

2.7.1. Conjunct concessives 

 

 The Cheyenne equivalent of concessive adverbial clauses with 

English conjunctions 'although, even though' has a conjunct concessive 

clause related to an independent clause. 

 

 An example with the preverb oh- in a conjunct verb is seen in the 

second line of text in example 56), above. 

 

 A commonly used construction has the Conjunct Iterative prefix ho'- 

followed by the 'persistence' preverb, nėše-: 

 

Conjunct ho'-nėše- 'although, even though, even if': 
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58) é-ta-ohkė-sáa'-ée-hetsev-ȯhtóvȧ-hé-nóvo 

    3-TRANSL-HAB-NEG-about-spite?-sell-NEG-3PL:INAN 

 'they are not afraid to sell anything  

 

ho'-nėše-pėhéve-'a'enome-vȯtse 

CJT-persist-good-own-3PL 

even if it is something nice they own'(Alcohol, p. 12) 

 

 The negative preverb sáa- may intervene between the prefix and 

'persistence' preverb, yielding negative concession: 

 

59) tse-ta-taome-nȯhtóve-tsėhése-nėstse-o'o  

    FUT-TRANSL-own-know.how.to-Cheyenne-talk.language-3PL  

    'they will learn by themselves how to talk Cheyenne  

 

ho'-sáa-nėše-véstȧhém-ae-he-vȯtse he-ške-vó-ho naa  

CJT-NEG-persist-help-INV-NEG-3PL 3POSS-mother-3PL-OBV and  

even if they are not helped by their mothers and  

 

hé-he-vó-ho 

3POSS-father-3PL-OBV 

fathers' (Bilingual text, p. 3) 

 

 Another concessive preverb, kánome-, exists. I believe it usually 

appears in an independent clause. The concessive meaning in 60) is not 

easily seen. I shall look for better examples in future research. 

 

Preverb kánome- 'although, even though': 

 

60) nėše-éve-ne'evá-voom-eha         é-x-het-ó-hoon-o 

    persist-about-mark-see-IMPV(2:3) 3-PST-say.to-DIR-PRET-OBV  

    'Watch (the woman)! he told (the squirrel).  

 

nȧ-hta-kánome-naó-otse            é-x-het-ó-hoon-o 

1-FUT:TRANSL-although-sleep-INCH  3-PST-say.to-DIR-PRET-OBV 

I will sleep, he told (the squirrel).' (65:46-47) 

 

 The preverb váhtome- 'nevertheless' enters into concessive 

constructions. An example can be seen in the third line of text in 

example 56), above. Like many other preverbs, it can become an adverbial 

conjunction, with addition of the adverbializer, -to. Petter described 

such adverbialized forms as being more emphatic than their preverbal 

counterparts. 

 

Adverbial conjunction váhtometo 'nevertheless: 

 

61) é-sáa-nȯhtóve-nė-heše-óo'hae-vo'ėstanéhevė-stovė-hane     oha  

    3-NEG-know.how.to-ANA-REL-carefully-live-IMPERS-INAN.NEG  but 

    'There is not knowing how to live right but  

 

váhtome-to         é-ta-ohke-mané-stove 

nevertheless-ADVR  3-TRANSL-HAB-drink-IMPERS 

nevertheless continually there is drinking.' (Alcohol text, p. 11) 
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2.8. MANNER 

 

 Cheyenne object complements, some conjunct causal clauses, manner 

clauses, and degree clauses use relator preverbs. A semantic unity can be 

seen in that each gives a description of content, means, method, or 

amount. The semantic unity is reflected in morphosyntactic unity. 

Although I included heše- 'since' causal clauses in the category of 

CAUSAL, it is possible that all relator clauses belong in the same 

category. I do not exactly know how such a category would be labeled, but 

something like RELATOR might be appropriate. Until further study can give 

firmer ideas, though, I will leave heše- complements under discussion of 

complementation (perhaps under a relation of CONTENT, see below) and 

heše- causals under CAUSAL. I will, however, place both MANNER and Degree 

under a broad label of MANNER, regarding Degree, then, as a subtype of 

MANNER. MANNER refers to how something was done or what its state was 

like, whereas Degree addresses the amount, often for purposes of 

comparison. The fact that both use forms of relator preverbs is support 

for their unified classification. 

 

 There are many examples of MANNER in the Cheyenne text corpus. The 

following is representative: 

 

62) tsé-s-ta-ohke-tšėše-'estóvȧ-se nevá'ė-sest-o 

    CJT-PST-TRANSL-HAB-now?-blow-3 INDEF.PRON-ATTRIB-OBV  

    As he was blowing (on the fire) someone would  

 

é-'-ȯhke-pó-ahtsenáh-ee-sest-o      hea'a  na'ha  

3-PST-HAB-hit-mouth-INV-ATTRIB-OBV  maybe  thrice  

hit him in the mouth.               About three times  

 

é-h-nė-heše-oom-ae-sest-o 

3-PST-ANA-REL-hit-INV-ATTRIB-OBV 

he thusly hit him. (3PL:9-10) 

 

2.8.1. Degree 

 

 The relator preverb he'xov(e)- 'to that degree, of that amount' is 

used to encode the relation of Degree between clauses. The following 

example is taken from Petter's posthumously published grammar (1952:4): 

 

Degree preverb he'xove-: 

 

63) tsé-he'xovė-háo'omenee-se  ná-sáa-nė-he'xov-ahe 

    CJT-DEGR-destitute-3       1-NEG-ANA-DEGR-be.quality 

    'I am not as destitute as he is/he is more destitute than I' 

 

 There are other means of encoding degree such as with the preverb 

hehpe- 'more, beyond, further'. In a sense, the preverb hápó'e(veta 

'likewise', see earlier under COORDINATION, is a kind of Degree marker. 

The fact that it could be classified under COORDINATION or MANNER Degree 

illustrates that actual semantics as well as morphosyntactic behavior 

does not always yield clearcut classification of linguistic categories. 
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2.9. ELABORATION 

 

 Mann and Thompson (1983) list several other relations. It may be 

possible to find examples of some of them in Cheyenne. One candidate is 

their ELABORATION relation. Several Cheyenne hedging particles allow a 

speaker to elaborate on a point. 

 

 Cheyenne use of the particle ta'se 'like' may be influenced by use 

of the English hedge like. The Cheyenne particle is used frequently, 

especially in unplanned discourse. A similar particle is the particle 

heva which is difficult to translate but means something like 'maybe'. 

Both particles are found in: 

 

Particles ta'se 'like' and heva 'maybe': 

 

64) ta'se móhȯhtoto     tsé-'-ase-éestsė-sto-ese 

like early.in.life  CJT-PST-INCEP-speak-x:3-3 

'Like early in life when you start talking to him, he is not given up 

on,  

 

tsé-s-sáa-néhnetamé-stove-ese  heva   tsé-nėh-mé'ševotse-vė-se  

CJT-PST-NEG-give.up-IMPERS-3   maybe  CJT-COS-baby-be-3 

like even when he is a baby' (82:61-62) 

 

 As with several other relations, elaboration can be implied by 

clausal juxtaposition. This is the case between the two verbs of: 

 

(*Implicit ELABORATION:) 

 

65) naa mato é-ná'so'e'stomane-o'o. vo'ėstan-óho é-ná'so'eéh-ov-o  ta'se  

    and also 3-tease-3PL            person-OBV 3-tease-DIR:3PL-OBV like 

 'And also (owls) play tricks. On people they play tricks, like  

 

mȧhta'sóoma-ho  

shadow-PL 

ghosts (do).' (41:8-9) 

 

 A semantically rich conjunction encodes ELABORATION: 

 

Conjunction hámó'ȯhtse 'for example': 

 

65) hámó'ȯhtse   hétsetseha  ka'ėškóne-ho  tsé'tóhe  

    for.example  now         child-PL      DEF:AN  

    'For example, right now these children  

 

tsé-naesóhtȯhe-a'enama-se naa tsé-nésȯhtȯhe-a'enama-se  hámó'ȯhtse  

CJT-six-yeared-3PL:PART and CJT-seven-yeared-3PL:PART   for.example  

who are six year olds and seven year olds, for example,  

 

é-ohke-mané-sest-o      ná-het-ȧhtomóne 

3-HAB-drink-ATTRIB-3PL  1-REL-hear 

they are said to drink, I hear.' (Alcohol text, p. 13) 
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 Mann and Thompson (1983) list and describe a rhetorical relation of 

RESTATEMENT for English. I suspect there are no explicit clues of this 

relation in English (except, perhaps, for intonation or pause), just as 

there are not in Cheyenne. Yet it does seem reasonable to posit such a 

relation between discourse units. Another label for this relation might 

be CLARIFICATION. A particularly clear example from Cheyenne is the 

following: 

 

66) nėhe'še  ná-h-nė-hét-o         ná-'-évėhoov-o,  

    then     1-PST-ANA-say.to-DIR  1-PST-sign.to-DIR  

    Then I told him, I signed to him, he's sort of hard of hearing,  

 

é-ohkė-sáa-ta'se-pėhéve-néstomóné-he,  é-táve-oné'ahta  

3-HAB-NEG-like-good-hear-NEG           3-slightly-deaf   

he's slightly deaf.  

 

ná-'-évėhoōv-o 

PST-sign.to-DIR  

I signed to him. 

 

 The second verb probably ELABORATES the first. The fourth verb is a 

RESTATEMENT of the third. The fifth verb RESTATES, in this case, exactly 

repeats, the second verb. 

 

3. Conclusions 

 

 Following are the major categories of rhetorical relations which we 

have posited for Cheyenne: 

 

CIRCUMSTANCE 

TEMPORAL 

CONDITION 

CAUSAL 

LOCATION 

LOCATION 

COORDINATION 

CONCESSION 

MANNER 

ELABORATION 

RESTATEMENT 

 

 Of these, CIRCUMSTANCE and RESTATEMENT are perhaps only implicit 

relations and, to my mind, therefore, might have a questioned status in 

the approach which I have been using in this paper, i.e. that there 

should (ideally?) be some kind of morphosyntactic evidence before 

positing a semantic relation. I realize that this is a strong claim, and 

I not sure that it will be able to survive further research and debate, 

but it represents a viewpoint that brings some safety from the 

subjectivity of an opposing position. 

 

 Mann and Thompson (1983) additionally present the following 

relations for which, similarly, I find no morphosyntactic evidence in 

Cheyenne: 
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 BACKGROUND 

 JUSTIFICATION 

 ENABLEMENT 

 SOLUTIONHOOD 

 EVIDENCE 

 MOTIVATION 

 

 I would like to see research done to discover if any language 

explicitly encodes these latter relations. I suspect that, like Cheyenne, 

English does not. The relations definitely obtain between discourse units, 

but implicitly, as illustrated by Mann and Thompson (1985). One might 

question my position, if I admit that the relations are there but cast 

doubt on whether they belong in an inventory of rhetorical relations. My 

question has to do with the semantic-morphosyntactic interface. I fear 

that if we allow abstract relations which never have any morphosyntactic 

encoding we risk losing an empirical, objective basis for linguistic 

research. 

 

 I would suggest that relations which are always implicit belong in 

some other area of the study of language (cognition? rhetoric? 

pragmatics?) Perhaps implicit relations are the true rhetorical relations 

and those relations which can have morphosyntactic encoding should be 

called by another name such as Interpropositional or Interclausal 

Relations. 

 

 I would suggest that the list of relations given in Mann and 

Thompson (1983) lacks a few relations necessary even for English: 

 

 Alternation 

 Coordination 

 Result (included in their CAUSE?) 

 MANNER (including Degree) 

 LOCATION 

 

 I am aware (D. Payne: p.c.) that Thompson and her associates have 

continued research on Rhetorical Relations and have added to their 

inventory. I know that Alternation and Coordination would be included in 

one of their new relations.  

  

The same may be true of the remaining relations listed. 

 

 We have made a number of observations about Cheyenne 

morphosyntactic patterns involved with the Rhetorical Relations which 

have been posited. Many more observations need to be made. They must, 

unfortunately, await another day. 

 

 One of the most important areas of study remaining for Cheyenne 

concerns the discourse functions of the various relations. Which 

relations have particularly important thematic functions? Within 

individual interclausal my initial hypothesis is that the conjunct 

(subordinate) clauses of the Cheyenne relations are often more thematic 

than are the independent clauses. And the independent clauses would 

function more to maintain an event line or foreground. Much more work 

needs to be done to flesh out "the facts" of the discourse functions. 
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 There are a number of important questions which the cross-

linguistic study of Rhetorical Relations raises. We have touched upon the 

issue of the relation between semantics and morphosyntax. Another issue 

concerns the source of the relations themselves. Are Rhetorical Relations 

"really there"? Or are they, rather, just part of the morphosyntactic 

devices which encode them? The latter position, to me, seems too 

constraining, yet a completely opposing position which looks, perhaps, 

for (universal?) semantic primes risks subjectivity and the same demise 

that Generative Semantics experienced. 

 

 How can we know if our inventory of Rhetorical Relations is 

complete? Will the inventory be different from one language to another? 

 

 What about "missing" parts of logical arguments? Do we fill them in 

or leave them implicit, following Mann and Thompson's approach of the 

"reality" of relations even when they are implicit? Once, in natural 

conversation I said to linguist T. Payne: "I am going to Alaska to pay 

for our tuition." In English, and probably most other languages, certain 

bits of information are often omitted. To my mind, when I uttered this 

sentence, the following was clear: I am going to Alaska. There I do 

commercial fishing. This earns money. We will use this money to pay for 

our tuition costs. T. Payne did not understand my utterance because he 

did not share my background knowledge. My initial guess is that a CAUSAL 

relation exists in my sentence between those clauses which were 

explicitly uttered. The syntax of English handled my words fine, even 

though I left out information which the hearer needed to decode the 

sentence properly. Perhaps arguments such as this from logical inference 

and culturally or personally implicit information are support for saying 

that there is some level of linguistic study that must pay a special kind 

of attention to those Rhetorical Relations which are explicit. It was 

"other" pragmatic information which ultimately was necessary for decoding 

my utterance. 

 

 Hopefully, this initial survey of the Cheyenne data and the 

questions it raises can be another contribution in a line of interesting 

studies of the important discourse entities, Rhetorical Relations. 
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Appendix 1: Frances Text 

 

 náxaepėhévetanóotse nȧhtónaho móéšeéxȧhá'enėhevóhe,  

 I was happy (when) my daughters had already cooked, 

  

ééšeáahtse'etsėheto'tánėstse hetóhkonȯtse, naa náhtáme  

the dishes were already set out, and my food  

  

ééšeáahtse'eeéx'o'ta. námésėhéme, tséxhomȯsēvȯse  

was already set out. We ate, when they cooked  

  

éhoháepėhévėhá'eneo'o. Mésėhéstoto naa ho'évohkȯtse  

they really cooked good. Potatoes and meat 

 

naa mo'kȯhtávėhohpe mo'ȯhtávėhohpe námésénóne.
4
 

and coffee (that's what) we ate (it). 

 

 Nėhe'še tsé'éne'hanátse náévȧhósėho'sé'o'ȧhéotse
5
 Méave'ho'eno.  

 Then when we got through eating I came back to Lame Deer.  

  

Nae'ha náho'no'oohé'tóvo, étavésėhotse'ohe hétsėhé'ohe  

I came after my son, he's working (also) here where  

 

tsé'ȯhkėhotse'óhévȯse kȧsováaheho tsé'ȯhkėhéeno'továhenévȯse. 

the young men work, where they work with the firefighting department. 

 

nátaévȧhósėho'ėhóo'oohé'tóvo, hápó'e émésehe. 

I took him back home, he also ate. 

 

 Nėhe'še nátȧhóxovēhne, nátanȧho'ȯhtsévo tséhevése'éto  

 Then I went across (the field), I went to visit my friend 

  

Ame'há'e. náhoháemásetsėstova,  

Flying Woman (Velma). She was really glad to see me,  

 

éxaehe'keoxa'ȯhenee'e, mo'kėhanȯtse émanėstsenȯtse,  

she was just sitting there beading, she was making moccasins,  

 

                                                
4
Orthographic paragraphing in this text was done by the linguist, but it 

probably represents rather closely the natural paragraphing of the original 

author. Assuming the basic correctness of the paragraphing as typed here it 

would appear that a common paragraphing device in narrative texts is to use 

the sequential particle nėhe'še 'then', often in conjunction with the 

particle naa, at major breaks in the plot action. Note that the sixth 

paragraph lacks such sequential marking; there is no change in the action or 

scene. The seventh paragraph is "background" commentary, rather than 

material which moves the timeline of the narrative along. 
5
The preverb -ho' meaning 'came, arrived' used in this verb would seem to 

say that the speaker, who lives in Busby, made this tape text while in 

Lame Deer, or at least, from the perspective of being in Lame Deer. 
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éoseepėhéveoxa'ȯhēne. 

she was really beading well. 

 

 Nėhe'še étanėšeée'asėtotóxėstanȯtse héne mo'kėhanȯtse. Nȧhtona  

 Then she started talking about the moccasins. "My daughter 

  

évésėho'sóétáno. náxaevé'tooxēše, éhevoo'o.  

wants to dance. I've just been stooped over beading," she said.  

  

náonésemá'ta'ó'sanétáno tsėsáahe'šeasėtóneto'e'etȧhéstovėhane.  

"I want to get through before the doings start. 

 

náohkėsó'hoháeho'onȯsetanóotse ȯhtaaseoxa'ȯhenétonȯtse, éhevoo'o. 

I still really get lonesome whenever I start beading, she said. 

  

náhko'éehe náohkem'e'etanóotsenȯtse tsé'ȯhketsėhetȯhtȧhénėse
6
 

I always think of my mother whenever she made (different) designs, 

  

tsé'ȯhkem'ehaa'éemanėstóotȧha'etse, náohkėxae-hó'ótóva-  

(when) she used to make things for us,  

  

he'kea'xaemee'e
7
, éhevoo'o. 

sometimes I just sit and cry," she said. 

 

 Naa nėhe'še hevéxaho étȧhósemóho tséháa''ehahetsese,  

And then she told about her oldest grandchild,  

  

éno'hósevésėho'sóétáno, éhetóho.  

"he also wants to dance," she told about him. 

 

Naa nȧhtanėšeonésėhósemanėstóotaho, éhevoo'o. 

"I'm gonna try and make his things for him," she said. 

 

 nánėšeáahtse'eéehe'kenenóvėhóhta'haneēme nóháse nėšėhová'éhe  

 We sat there and talked about just anything,  

 

náohkėhósėstánóne heva oeškėseho naa mato amȧho'héstotȯtse ta'sevōtse  

we told about (anything), even dogs and also cars, just like  

  

náohkenȯhtóvepėhévo'ó'tsenonėstse, náohkenovȯsema'xėhohátséme. 

we know how to fix them, then we would have a good laugh. 

 

 nátá'pėhévėhevése'enȯtse Ame'há'e. Epėhévo'estomo'he.  

 Flying Woman is my good friend. She's good-natured. 

  

náohketá'no'pėhévevéstȧhéotsema. 

She always helps me out which is good (or, in a good way). 

                                                
6
The ending on this verb is a textual emendation made by a native speaker. 

The taped version of the verb appears to be tsé'ȯhketsėhetȯhtȧhénénėstse. 
7
This word is written as it is pronounced on the tape. Were the author to 

edit the tape, the particle hó'ótóva meaning 'sometime(s)' would probably 

appear as a separate word preceding this verb. 
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 Naa nėhe'še náévȧho'ėhóó'óhtse. Táaxa'e hénova'e  

 And then I came back home. "Now what 

 

tséme'tȧhósėtsėhetanómo?  

can I work on?" 

  

náhetoo'o ka'ėškóneho. 

I told the children. 

 

 Nėhe'še énėhevoōne, naa táaxa'e éme'ovėšenáhtove, hea'a  

 Then they said, "Well, why don't you go to bed, maybe  

  

énékȧhaneotse. néohkėhetósetomȯhtó'etáno, náhetāā'e. 

you're tired. You always want to stay up," they told me.  

 

 Nėhe'še náovēše. 

 Then I went to bed. 

 

 

Appendix 2 

 

ABBREVIATIONS (in alphabetical order) 

 

´ High pitch 

ˉMid pitch 

   Voiceless 
1 First Person 

2 Second Person 

3 Third Person 

3PL Third Person Plural 

3' Fourth Person (Obviative) 

x Unspecified "Subject" (Agent) 

ADVR Adverbializer 

AN Animate 

ANA Anaphoric 

ASA Animate Stem Agreement 

ATTRIB Attributive (Hearsay Evidential/Modality) 

CAUS Cause/Causal 

CIS Cislocative 

CJT Conjunct 

COM Comitative 

DEF Definite 

DEGR Degree 

DELAY Delayed Imperative 

DESID Desiderative 

DIR Direct 

DUB Dubitative (Inference Evidential; should now be INF for Inferential-

wl24Feb2014) 

EXCL Exclusive 

FEM Feminine 

FUT Future tense 

HAB Habitual (Aspect) 
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IMPERS Impersonal 

IMPV Imperative 

INAN Inanimate 

INCEP Inceptive 

INCH Inchoative [should be RESULT for Resultative: wl20Feb2014] 

INCL Inclusive 

INDEF Indefinite 

INSTR Instrument 

INTENT Intentive 

INV Inverse 

ISA Inanimate Stem Agreement 

LOC Locative 

NEG Negative 

OBL Oblique 

OBV Obviative 

PART Participle 

PL Plural 

POSS Possessor 

PRET Preterit (nee Mediate; Remote Evidential/Modality) 

PROHIB Prohibitive 

PRON Pronoun 

PST Past tensePURP Purposive 

RECIP Reciprocal 

REDUP Reduplication 

REFL Reflexive 

REL Relator preverb 

RESULT Resultative/Result 

SEQ Sequential 

SIM Simultaneous 

SUBSEQ Subsequent 

TR Transitivizer/Transitive Final 

TRANSL Translocative 

UNSPEC Unspecified 
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